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Land Acknowledgment
Prince’s Trust Canada’s office is located on the traditional territory of the
Haudenosaunee Confederacy, the Wendat First Nation, and The Mississaugas of the Credit
First Nation who are part of the Anishinaabe Nation. We acknowledge these Nations
(and any other recorded or unrecorded Nations who cared for this land) as the original caretakers
and storytellers of this land named Tkaronto, “Where the Trees Meet the Water,” “The Gathering
Place.” We are grateful to have the opportunity to work on territories across Turtle Island,
which is home to many Indigenous Nations, and we commit to honouring and celebrating
the past, present, and future of these Nations.
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Prince’s Trust Canada
(PTC) creates
opportunities for young
people and members
of the military and
Veteran community
to prepare for the
transforming world of
work and to contribute
to a sustainable future.

With the United
Nations Sustainable
Development Goals as
our guide, and the vision
of HRH The Prince of
Wales as our inspiration,
we are helping young
people and Veterans
prepare for and
contribute to a better
future for themselves,
their families and
communities across
Canada. We are
enormously grateful to
our supporters whose
combined strengths
power this impact.

WELCOME
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Vision

Mission

Our vision is a sustainable future for
Canada, where young people and
communities thrive.

Our mission is to empower young
people and Veterans to build
resilient, future-ready communities.

Commitment to Equity,
Diversity, and Inclusion
We recognize that our vision of a
sustainable future for Canada can
only be achieved by listening to and
partnering with young people and
Veterans, First Nations, Inuit and Métis
communities, and organizations led by
racialized communities, newcomers,
2SLGBTQIA+ communities, and those
committed to creating accessible,
barrier-free spaces to serve people of
all abilities. This includes the creation
of strategies and mechanisms
to co-develop and co-create
programming, measurement and
evaluation activities alongside the
communities we serve.

MEET ORVILLE,
HEAD OF PROGRAMS AND IMPACT
“We have embedded equity, diversity, and inclusion (EDI) throughout Prince’s Trust
Canada’s accountability structures, supported by our highly engaged EDI Steering
Committee. Our team began developing this work in 2019 through employee training on
unconscious bias, which led to significant work at the staff and Board level to co-create
a statement of commitment and an Actions Framework for advancing more equitable
outcomes for our colleagues, program participants, and community.”

Commitment to United Nations
Sustainable Development Goals

As young jobseekers in Canada navigate compounding
challenges, particularly those facing multiple barriers
to employment, it’s important to recognize the
immense interconnectedness between environmental
We understand that eradicating poverty, combatting
sustainability and equity, diversity, and inclusion (EDI).
climate change, and recovering from the COVID-19
The effects of climate change are disproportionally felt
pandemic are defining challenges of our time. These
by racialized and marginalized communities, therefore
challenges require bold partnerships with a shared vision
sustainability and climate justice cannot be achieved
of more sustainable, resilient, and inclusive societies.
without making conscious efforts to ensure these spaces
To empower the change we want for the world, Prince’s
are accessible and that voices from all perspectives
Trust Canada’s work is guided by the United Nations
are heard, uplifted and included. We commit to SDG
Sustainable Development Goals, with a specific focus on
Goals 8 and 13 with the understanding that embracing
creating opportunities for meaningful employment through a commitment to environmental sustainability and
a framework of economic recovery (SDG Goal 8 – Decent
climate action is at the same time embarking on a
Work and Economic Growth) and supporting climate
mission of economic recovery through practices of
action (SDG Goal 13 – Climate Action).
equity, diversity, and inclusion.
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Message from the Board
Chair and CEO

change, and we are committed to
building on his leadership in this
important area. This is why we are
focused on weaving sustainability
into our programs - an initiative
we’re excited to share more about
in the pages that follow.

Looking back on last year’s
challenges, we recognize the
unprecedented impact the
COVID-19 pandemic continues to
have on our society and economy,
and that it is the most vulnerable
populations who have been most
affected. Research shows the
significant social and economic
costs caused by unemployment,
including sustained poverty,
social isolation, and a decrease in
mental and physical well-being. It
is now more important than ever
that members of the military and
Veteran community and young
people, especially those facing
barriers to employment, are given
the necessary tools and supports to
build resiliency and to succeed.
Prince’s Trust Canada made the
decision to pivot our in-person
programming during the pandemic
and develop online tools for young
people to connect, discover
opportunities and gain skill-based
training in virtual environments.
With the help of our community
of donors, adapting to online
programming has enabled PTC to
support a wider group of young
people and Veterans from across
the country with increased flexibility
and relevant career development
and entrepreneurship training
opportunities.

Sharon Broughton,
Chief Executive Officer,
Prince’s Trust Canada

While we continue to empower
Veterans and young people to
build better futures for themselves
and their communities, we also
recognize the urgency of putting
people and the planet first. PTC
is inspired by His Royal Highness
The Prince of Wales’s lifelong
commitment to combating climate

To help us drive our impact forward,
we are proud to be expanding our
Board of Directors by welcoming
new members in 2021 as we
develop the strength of our
governance leadership to include
a diverse set of expertise and
perspectives.
Thanks to a dedicated community
of donors and supporters, we are
building the foundation needed
to respond to this crisis so we
can be there for young people
and Veterans now and in the post
COVID-19 economy.
Thank you once again for your
generosity, for standing with us,
and for your investments in building
resilient, future-ready communities.
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Prince’s Trust Canada and
The Prince’s Trust Group

Message From Dame Martina Milburn DCVO CBE,
Group Chief Executive, The Prince’s Trust Group

Prince’s Trust Canada is a member
of The Prince’s Trust Group –
a global network which is active
in Australia, Barbados, Canada,
Ghana, Greece, India, Jamaica,
Jordan, Kenya, Malaysia, Malta,
New Zealand, Pakistan, Rwanda,
Serbia, Trinidad & Tobago,
the United Kingdom and the
United States. Together, we are
providing meaningful support for
young people, military Veterans,
Indigenous communities and
environmental projects around
the world.

Over the past year, young people have needed our help more than ever.
Thanks to the commitment of our colleagues, volunteers and supporters,
The Prince’s Trust Group has continued to support thousands of young
people through the global pandemic.

In March 2019, His Highness the Aga
Khan became the Global Founding
Patron of The Prince’s Trust Group
and HSBC became the Global
Founding Corporate Partner.

During 2020/21, together with our partners we supported 60,146 young
people in 16 countries across the Commonwealth and beyond: Australia,
Barbados, Canada, Ghana, Greece, India, Jamaica, Jordan, Kenya, Malaysia,
Malta, New Zealand, Pakistan, Rwanda, Trinidad & Tobago and the United
Kingdom. We also began our work in St. Lucia and the USA.
I have been particularly encouraged by our online engagement with young
people, helping to keep them connected, learning and earning during the
global lockdown. Over the past year, we switched much of our delivery
online through new digital innovations, from Birmingham to Barbados.
Outside of the UK, 83 percent of the young people we supported were
engaged online.
I am pleased to see Prince’s Trust Canada commit to developing
programmes in the sustainability field. We believe that climate change
is a major concern for the young people that we support across the
Commonwealth and that is why we are working closely with the Sustainable
Markets Initiative (SMI) set up by His Royal Highness The Prince of Wales.
Our alignment with the SMI will help prepare young people for the future
world of work by giving them the education and skills needed to access the
sustainable employment opportunities of the future.
I hope that, like me, you are inspired by the stories and voices of the young
people and Veterans in this report. We believe that every young person
deserves the chance to succeed.
I would like to thank our highly valued delivery partners for their vital
contribution and our own dedicated colleagues and volunteers, who
together work tirelessly to support people around the globe.
Together, we are determined to continue our support through these
exceptionally challenging times. Finally, our sincere thanks go to His Royal
Highness The Prince of Wales for his visionary leadership and inspiration.
Sincerely,

Dame Martina Milburn DCVO CBE,
Group Chief Executive, The Prince’s Trust Group
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COVID-19 Adaptations – Stepping Up in a Time of Crisis | Challenges & Successes
COVID-19 created many challenges – from interrupting the delivery of programs and workshops to how we engage
with our staff, partners, and the communities in which we work. When the pandemic took hold, our team adapted
rapidly to confront these challenges.

MEET ALÈQUE,
PROJECT MANAGER FOR THE OPERATION ENTREPRENEUR PROGRAM
“It was so important for our team to outline everyone’s roles and responsibilities early on,
in order to create a plan to move forward with virtual program delivery. Working remotely
can be challenging, let alone the additional challenges of a global pandemic and the
uncertainty of what was to come. We knew that communicating often and openly would
be essential for supporting one another and moving forward with our shared objective
of ensuring the best possible experience for Veterans. We were confident that we would
be able to pivot and adapt our programming to a virtual delivery model, thanks to the
flexibility, understanding, and support of our tremendous, motivated collaborators who
were quick to join us in continuing to deliver entrepreneurial training and supports to the
military community.”

Our Team Response
The entire team worked tremendously hard throughout
this past year of uncertainty. The structural shift to
remote work sparked a shift in organizational culture
and communication, emphasising more than ever
the importance of flexibility and work-life balance.
As a team, we organized virtual social and learning
opportunities to keep spirits high and to come together
around issues and activities our team feels passionate
about, including people, our planet, and building a
sustainable future. From staff learning sessions focused
on reconciliation and Indigenous Peoples, to a guided
forest therapy walk and virtual social events hosted by
staff members, we chose to use this time to deepen
our sense of interconnectedness with each other and
nature. Through these actions and more, we are proud
to have come together to ensure the best possible
programming for those we serve as they move along
their employment journeys.

Adapting our Programs
We adapted our in-person programs through digital
platforms so we could continue the work of engaging
members of the military and Veteran community, and
young people facing barriers to employment, especially
during this time of unprecedented economic stress.

Leveraging the power of technology enabled our
Youth Employment (YE) program to evolve into a suite
of program offerings tailored to provide diverse youth
aged 18 to 30 – including Indigenous young people,
newcomers, those facing economic disadvantages and
young people affected by mental health challenges –
a wide range of tangible, essential workforce and life
skills. In addition, we came together with a team of
consultants, partners, and collaborators to develop and
launch our Sustainability program – a virtual learning
stream of our YE program that focuses on creating
career paths for young people to enter into green jobs –
a commitment clearly outlined in our strategic plan to
weave sustainability in all that we do.
Likewise, we adapted our Veteran programming to
include a full virtual offering and ensured sustainability
themes have been woven into our all aspects of our
work.
These new adapted formats and tools will allow PTC to
have a menu of options for programming now and in the
post-COVID world.
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Areas of Focus – Sustainability | Youth Employment | Veteran Entrepreneurship

SUSTAINABILITY
With the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals as our guide, and the vision of HRH The Prince of Wales as
our inspiration, we are helping people in Canada prepare for, and contribute to, a better future.
Recognizing the urgency of UN SDG 13 (Climate Action), our commitment to environmental sustainability includes:
offering employment and employability programming for young people and Veterans in the green economy;
weaving sustainability into all our programming, including working with partners who share our values, and creating
targets and actions to reduce our own carbon footprint.
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Discover opens a range of sector-specific career and
employment opportunities to participants to learn
about in a hands-on way*. Young jobseekers develop
their networks and gain employability skills as they
move forward on their employment journey. The
program is delivered over one to four days, and can
be delivered through a virtual, in-person, or a hybrid
approach. [*Sectors and partners are chosen based
on a number of factors, including alignment of values
and commitment to EDI and Sustainability.]

YOUTH EMPLOYMENT (YE)
Prince’s Trust Canada takes a unique approach to
Youth Employment by partnering with community
organizations and businesses to create sector specific,
employer-engaged, and hands-on employment training
for young people (aged 18-30).
Our model prepares young jobseekers for the future
of work through a continuum of programs along their
journey, moving from employability to employment. The
continuum: Connect – Progress – Evolve – is delivered
through our WorkReady, Explore, Discover and Get
Into programs.
WorkReady provides a series of skill-building sessions
including one-to-one personalized online interviewing
practice, and one-hour introduction to coding sessions
which support young people to develop digital literacy.
These sessions are delivered virtually, which allows
us to reach young people across Canada. In 2021, we
will develop this offering into a suite of open access,
live sessions on key topics such as LinkedIn, Virtual
Networking, Design Thinking and Digital Literacy. To help
reduce barriers to participation, participants receive
follow up support and a small honorarium.  
Explore, is a 90-minute virtual session designed to
provide young people with the chance to dive deep
into career opportunities surrounding a variety of
environmental topics with direct links to climate action,
including the upkeep of urban green space, GIS
(Geographical Information Systems) as well as the
Blue Economy sector. This dedicated time with industry
leaders, each with practical experience in a range of
roles, allows for a dynamic conversation with in-depth
perspectives like daily tasks, future projects and career
advice for those interested in pursuing a diverse and
exciting careers.

Get Into, our flagship program, is an intensive
four-to-eight-week employability program
that provides hands-on training for young people,
aged 18 to 30, in Canada, looking to enter the job
market in a specific sector. We work directly with
employers who are ready to hire, which maximizes
outcomes for young people as employers commit to
hiring at least 50 percent of participants (we achieved
a hire rate of 62 percent in previous years). In response
to the pandemic, we have had to pause our Get Into
programming. We plan to continue in-person
opportunities when it is safe and possible again.

VETERAN ENTREPRENEURSHIP - OPERATION ENTREPRENEUR (OE)
Operation Entrepreneur was developed in 2012 to
address a gap in entrepreneurial resources for Veterans
and is the only program of its kind in Canada. Through
our award-winning program, we provide Veterans
the training, tools and resources they need to build
confidence, develop networks and start their own
successful businesses, in a cohort format tailored
specifically for Veterans to enhance their learning and
connection.
Now more than ever, OE provides an indispensable
service to the soldiers, sailors and aviators who have
served our country – and the families who stand behind
them. The full continuum of support and training
includes introduction to entrepreneurship workshops,
business boot camps, and mentoring.
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10 Years of Impact
The year 2021 is a milestone for
Prince’s Trust Canada, as it marks
a decade of significant impact
through our Youth Employment
and Veteran Entrepreneurship
programs.

2020-2025 Strategic Plan
VISION

A sustainable future for Canada, where young people and communities thrive.
CONTEXT

Our work is informed by:

PTC launched its mission to
prepare youth and Veterans for the
changing world of work in 2011 and
has since developed our vision of
a more sustainable, resilient, and
inclusive future by partnering with
government and non-government
organizations focused on building
future-ready communities – locally,
nationally, and globally.

1

The understanding that young
people are Canada’s future

2

Our commitment to Veterans

3

The United Nations Sustainable
Development Goals

4

The vision of HRH
The Prince of Wales

DECENT WORK AND
ECONOMIC GROWTH

CLIMATE ACTION

To reflect and inspire the world to action, while aiming
for a green recovery, I would ask you to join me… for a more
sustainable future (socially, environmentally and economically).
– HRH The Prince of Wales

MISSION

Empower young people and Veterans to build resilient, future-ready communities.
STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES

Preparing
young people and
Veterans for the
transforming world of work

Championing
sustainable
solutions for a
green recovery

Empowering
our people and
our partnerships

Delivering
impact

Investing
in the future

PROGRAMS

The three pillars of sustainability (social, economic, and environmental) are at the
core of our programs.

ENVIRONMENTAL-SOCIAL

MEN

TAL

SOCIAL-ECONOMIC

IRON

IAL

ECONOMIC-ENVIRONMENTAL

Youth employment, Veteran entrepreneurship,
and employer education

SOC

ENV

Only through these partnerships is
it possible to drive impact and make
sustainability, employment, and
futures possible.
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SUSTAINABILITY

ECONOMIC

ECONOMIC-ENVIRONMENTAL

Green trades and businesses, urban forestry,
and emerging sectors

SOCIAL-ECONOMIC

ENVIRONMENTAL-SOCIAL

Tree planting, land and water stewardship,
and environmental justice

PARTNERSHIPS

We recognize that our vision and mission can only be achieved by listening to and
partnering with young people, Veterans, First Nations, Inuit and Métis communities,
community organizations, business, government, academic institutions,
philanthropists and foundations.
VALUES

We are committed to equity, diversity and inclusion and the necessary work,
reflection and action required as an organization to effect and sustain change.
Our work is guided by five overarching values: Inspiration, Community, Action,
Responsibility, and Empathy.

GIVING
SHAPE TO
IMPACT

Meet some of the people
whose perspectives,
advice and support
shape and inform who
we are and where we
plan to go next.

It’s thanks to their voices
that we can continue
to respond to the
rapidly changing global
economy and world
of work to help young
people and Veterans
build sustainable
communities.
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Get Into, Youth Employment
Today, Isabella is training to become a certified English
as a Second Language teacher, an idea inspired by her
experience working at the Marriott: “my colleagues
were from all different places, I was actually teaching
a few coworkers some Spanish. I wouldn’t have had the
confidence to do that before the Get Into program,”
explains Isabella.
Like so many young people in Canada, Isabella had to
focus on the skills she had gained prior to the pandemic
and adapt them to fit the new employment market.

“I learned real life skills in the program,
like teamwork and how to work
with different people. It was totally
worth it. It wasn’t easy learning new
things, but it taught me resilience and
that got me through this tough time,”
says Isabella.

MEET ISABELLA
Isabella was working as an attendant in the club lounge
at a Marriott Hotel for a year before losing her job during
the pandemic. Isabella got her start at Marriott through
Prince’s Trust Canada’s Get Into Hospitality program
with Yonge Street Mission and Marriott Hotels. “I had
no experience and started thinking I’d never get hired,”
explained Isabella one year before graduating from the
Get Into program and starting her job at the Marriott
hotel.
After gaining a year of experience and feeling more
confident at work, Isabella was nominated for an
“outstanding youth” Prince’s Trust Award and was
due to fly to a red-carpet ceremony in London, United
Kingdom, when news of the pandemic hit. In the months
that followed, Isabella was informed that she and
dozens of others would not be returning to their jobs.

“There was a feeling of insecurity,
I didn’t know where my next pay
cheque would come from. I wondered,
where do I go from here?”

Through the support of her family, friends and the
team at Prince’s Trust Canada, Isabella is now on her
way to helping others gain the confidence they need
to learn a new language. “I wanted to help people
learn English because it’s not my first language, so I
know what it’s like. I can use my passion to help others.
I want other people to know that if you have confidence
and support, you can do anything you put your mind to.”
Young people have been among the hardest hit
by job losses during the pandemic and Isabella is
no exception. However, by developing soft skills like
teamwork, resilience and communication through
the Get Into program, Isabella built the confidence
she needed to take her next steps during an incredibly
challenging time.
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Discover, Youth Employment

MEET MARIA
Our Discover programs are geared
towards introducing young people
to a wide range of career and
employment opportunities in
specific industries. Out of sheer
curiosity, Maria joined the Discover
Film & TV program, delivered in
collaboration with POV Film and
Yonge Street Mission, and left with
a newly developed passion for film.

“Before this, I didn’t think
I wanted a career in film.
I didn’t think it was a
viable option, unless your
parents are producers,
actors or directors. But
after doing this course,
I decided I was going to
learn more about film.”

Most outstanding for Maria was the
program delivery: “It was dynamic
and interactive. I felt like I was
actually part of the course – like we
were all on the same level and could
easily interact with the hosts and
speakers.”

her first opportunity in the film
industry as a Production Assistant.
Since then, Maria has been offered
several opportunities and will be
starting a film program in the fall
as she continues exploring her
newfound interest.

Maria explains how resources
gained through the program served
as important foundational support
in helping her secure opportunities
in the industry.

In addition to gaining a deeper
appreciation for the film industry,
Maria found the most important
aspect of the Discover Film & TV
program was gaining connections
with established professionals who
champion diversity and inclusion.
“At the end of the day, the program
was filled with film enthusiasts who
believe there’s Black, Indigenous,
people of colour talent, and that’s
why they share their resources.
It’s a bunch of people giving you a
chance, helping you take that first
step. Through my first job, I got my
third and fourth and this gives me
confidence about a generation of
diverse filmmakers.”

“After each day of the program,
we’d receive resources including a
list of contact information of people
in the industry. So, I emailed every
person thinking I had nothing to
lose, and just waited.”
Maria’s patience and perseverance
paid off. Just a month after
participating in the Discover Film
& TV program, a contact made
through the program offered Maria

14
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Operation Entrepreneur
To bring this idea to life, Kristin participated in three
of Prince’s Trust Canada’s Operation Entrepreneur
programs: an introductory workshop, an intensive boot
camp and the six-month mentoring program. Following
the workshop, Kristin registered her business, ordered
business cards, and applied for Prince’s Trust Canada’s
boot camp.

In 2018, Kristin participated in the
boot camp at Dalhousie University
where she “met a lot of great people,
learned about what to do with social
media, how to create my brand, what
to do about financing and how to do
accounting,” explains Kristin.

MEET KRISTIN
In December 2016, Kristin suffered a traumatic brain
injury that would lead to her impending release from
the military. It was life-altering for the sports-loving,
rugby player who served as an engineer in the Canadian
Armed Forces for 22 years. In spite of receiving
extensive medical attention and her sustained efforts
to rehabilitate from the injury, Kristin’s condition would
prevent her from reintegrating into the Canadian
Armed Forces.

“I was getting out of the military and I
was applying for jobs in a similar field,
but I was struggling,” Kristin explains,
until a friend had suggested what may
have been obvious all along: to follow
her passion.
For Kristin, plants are her passion; but after the accident,
plants became her purpose.
Propelled to action by her passion for plants, Kristin
would transform the course of her life with one simple
idea: a plant company. With this idea, her online and
in-store business specializing in rare and tropical house
plants, Sweetlife Flora, was born.

Following that, Kristin signed up for the mentoring
program where she was paired with someone “who had
a totally opposite background to me,” which “helped me
fill the gaps where I was missing things.” From financial
forecasting and preparing for incorporation, Kristin
found an invaluable resource in her mentor whose
business sense provided some necessary guidance.
Since launching in mid-2019, Sweetlife Flora has
received overwhelming support, and Kristin shares
this transformative story in her book, Propagated From
The Ashes, which documents her transition out of the
military and life post-injury.
Kristin has so many hopes for Sweetlife Flora, but one
of them is to offer purpose through plant care. Because
for Kristin, purpose grew into pride, which manifested
as motivation to give back—and it takes an ecosystem
of support to make a difference in the lives around us: a
message Kristin hopes to share with the world, one plant
at a time.
To learn more, you can visit sweetlifeflora.ca.
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Community Collaborator

MEET SOLOMON, YONGE STREET MISSION
Yonge Street Mission (YSM) and Prince’s Trust Canada (PTC) began their partnership almost three years
ago. Since then, it has developed as a collaboration aimed at supporting young people with employment
and employability programs that help get them into meaningful jobs.

“What Prince’s Trust Canada brings to the table is unique. With their wealth of
knowledge and insights, they allow us to have dialogue on how we can mutually
complement one another so we’re not competing,” explains Solomon Yun,
Employment Services Manager at Yonge Street Mission.
With a shared objective to support young people, YSM identified PTC’s programming as an opportunity to further
their mission of ending chronic poverty. “We know we can’t do this alone, that we need to leverage and build on
partnerships that can support our vision. PTC has brought impactful programs that result in great outcomes. We
don’t have the partnerships that PTC has with large corporations, and they bring great value to employers in terms
of the efforts we’re both doing to change community lives,” explains Solomon. This mutual relationship enables a
broader approach to tackling larger social issues such as youth unemployment and poverty; “PTC is able to bring in
and leverage employer relationships, leverage proven models of programming that work nationally, and allow us to
customize it for the needs of local community members,” says Solomon. By working together, Prince’s Trust Canada
and Yonge Street Mission are able to address systemic barriers by enabling youth participants to gain meaningful
employment opportunities.
“Each initiative is collaborative,” explains Solomon, “most organizations use a strict framework, so it’s not as
consultative in the process. But PTC invites stakeholders and participants to provide insight and feedback to improve
and tailor their programs for specific demographics.”
As organizations who both champion impact, this partnership has effectively worked to engage participants in ways
that they could not have done alone. “It’s not just conceptual ideas - we actually get things done and create change.
PTC helps us be more efficient in what we’re focused on and what we’re good at, which allows us to be more
productive,” says Solomon as he reflects on the three words that best describe the partnership between Prince’s
Trust Canada and Yonge Street Mission: “Impact, adaptability, and shared values.”
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Corporate Volunteer

MEET TYLER, ROYAL BANK OF CANADA (RBC)
Our volunteers are vital. Their commitment to investing their time and resources towards creating meaningful
impact in the lives of youth and Veterans is invaluable. In Regina, Tyler and his team from RBC have been working
with Prince’s Trust Canada, in collaboration with the Regina Work Preparation Centre, on our WorkReady programs.
Helping young people thrive is a cause that is very close to Tyler’s heart.
“I have a son who is going to be 18 this year and I see the struggles he has trying to figure out himself and what he
does in the workforce. Thinking about what we can do as an organization and society personally aligns with what
I’m passionate about as it impacts me and my family. It’s important work. Youth are the future – I heard that growing
up as a kid. You don’t know what that means until you begin to see it. Our workforce has changed, tech has changed,
what we need from the working population has evolved and WorkReady is addressing this.”
In addition to working with PTC on championing the growth of young people in the workforce, Tyler also talks about
the impact volunteering has had on his professional career and says that he would recommend others to join him
because it helps to build one’s brand and network, and connect to the community.

“If you don’t challenge yourself to see life through another perspective, you’re
going to lose an opportunity to educate yourself or others. I recommend doing
activities like this so you can gain a broader perspective on life and people,”
Tyler explains.
“I have a network of friends who are also professionals in their own industry, and we talk about how they give back
to their community as an organization. I personally encourage people to get involved in the community by donating
their time or donating their dollar. This is meaningful work that leaves you feeling well-connected.” RBC volunteers
like Tyler are using their talents to not only support communities, but gain new ones along the way while building
their professional network with today’s emerging leaders.
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Bringing Our Mission to Life

Programming Amid Unprecedented Crises
All year long, young people, Veterans and members of the military community, came through our virtual doors and
participated in programs and workshops designed to build preparedness for the changing world of work. It’s with
the support of our partners that this was made possible.
With a shift to online programming and fewer opportunities to connect in person due to the pandemic, we
recognized the importance of transforming our website to better support the communities we serve and the
relationships we value. Launched in April 2021, our website features our new visual brand identity as well as
interactive multimedia elements designed to better help people navigate what we do, who we are, and how to
get involved. Our revamped online presence enables us to continue the important work of fostering connections
that drive positive impact for communities, businesses, and young people. We look forward to building our online
presence further to support new and existing partnerships whose strength and collaboration have allowed us to
pivot during COVID-19 successfully and meaningfully.
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MEET OWEN,
PROJECT MANAGER OF PROGRAMS AND SPECIAL PROJECTS
“As a point of entry to Prince’s Trust Canada, it was important for our new website to
quickly communicate who we are as a team, service provider and community member.
Constructing a welcoming environment for young people, members of the military and
Veteran community, and the other stakeholders we are fortunate to engage with, took
the combined expertise of every person on our team. In that sense, the website truly is
a reflection of who we are. Beyond that, the website also reflects who we want to be,
providing a framework for sharing our programs and messages that can be built on for
years to come.”
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Supporting Youth Through Employability

Supporting young people across an employment continuum.

CONNECT

PROGRESS

EVOLVE

11
WorkReady
Virtual Programs

Explore

Discover+

Vision Panel

Discover

Get Into

PTC Ambassadors

WorkReady Connect

WorkReady Progress

WorkReady Evolve

This year, we launched Connect-Progress-Evolve, a Youth Employment
model that prepares young career seekers for the future of work through
a continuum of programs along their journey, moving from employability
to employment.
As the number of NEET (Not in Employment, Education, or Training) young
people skyrocketed during the pandemic, particularly for Indigenous young
people, newcomers, those facing economic disadvantages and mental
health challenges, we combined the strengths of multiple stakeholders
to provide better outcomes for young people.
After working in consultation with our community partners across Canada,
we identified where PTC could offer the greatest value in helping young
people through the additional challenges of the pandemic. In response,
we moved our programs online and developed our WorkReady and Discover
series while pausing our Get Into program to prepare for future program
delivery when in-person opportunities are safe and possible again.

3
Discover
Virtual Programs

190+
Program
Participants

MEET ANTON,
A CORPORATE VOLUNTEER FROM FINASTRA
“Our partnership achieved a new dimension during the pandemic. During this time, we
shared our experience with youth on how to successfully adapt to the digital world by
learning skills of the future, for example, coding via our virtual Hour of Code program or
digital entrepreneurship skills during the WorkReady program. The program also helped
to engage our employees who are working from home as they were still able to contribute
to the program and empower those in need.”
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DISCOVER
FILM &
TELEVISION

Connect and network with
industry experts over three days
and learn more about career
and training pathways to the
film and television industry!
May 12 – May 14, 2021, 1-4pm ET
Welcoming diverse youth ages 18-30 to take
part in a free, virtual career exploration program.

LEARN MORE AND SIGN UP TODAY!
ramp@ysm.ca or 416-929-9614 x 2226

Delivered with
support from:

A WORKREADY
WORKSHOP

VIRTUAL
INTERVIEW &
NETWORKING
SKILLS
Founding
Corporate
Partner

Interview skills are key to landing your
next job. Knowing what to expect can
make a huge difference.
In one, 3-hour session, we cover tips and tricks for
interviewing, how to network and will practice
a mock interview. You will receive written feedback
to help you practice beyond the session.

Wednesday, June 23, 2021
1:00pm – 4:00pm
For ages 18-30. Program takes place virtually, space is limited
Participants will receive a $30 gift card.

ENVIRONMENTAL
RESUMES

A WORKREADY
WORKSHOP

Learn how to structure your resume to
showcase your activism and volunteering
experience and stand out to employers.

Sign up for this free
online resume
writing session and
transfer your skills
into a green career!

REGISTER HERE

July 19, 2021
2:00pm-3:30pm EST | 11:00am-12:30pm PST
Program takes place virtually. Must be 18-30 years old.
All participants will receive a $10 gift card.

CLICK HERE TO REGISTER TODAY!

FOR A FREE ONE-DAY SKILLS-BASED PROGRAM!
Founding
Corporate
Partner
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Connecting Military and Veteran Communities

43
Ask Us Anything
Sessions

3
Virtual Boot Camps
(delivered over 14 days)

30
Virtual Workshops

An interconnected ecosystem model has been central to OE’s awardwinning boot camp programming since inception – its elements include
peers, industry and academic partners, government agencies, peer support
groups, volunteers, local business communities, mentors, and non-profit
organizations – all available to the entrepreneur to connect with when needed.

41

Entrepreneurship provides three key elements necessary for a successful
transition to civilian life: a new life purpose, a new group identity, and an
opportunity to continue to serve. This reinforces the driving purpose behind
the program’s mission to turn skilled Veterans into confident entrepreneurs.

Mentor
Matches

For the 5,000+ military members who transition every year, many face the
challenge of low self-esteem and loss of identity which can be caused or
compounded by mental and/or physical disabilities; the social isolation,
reduced support network; and managing the disconnect between their past
career and current life circumstances. Add to this the reality of the COVID-19
pandemic, and Veterans need an ecosystem of support now more than ever.

450+
Participants
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Charting Pathways to Sustainability
Taking action against climate change couldn’t be
more important to our collective future. As part of our
strategic plan, Prince’s Trust Canada has established
environmental sustainability as a core element of
our values and goals. In early 2021, we conducted
a consultation process with stakeholders from
across the green career ecosystem and identified
programming opportunities to contribute to a green
recovery and Canada’s efforts to “build back better.”

MEET JANET,
HEAD OF COMMUNICATIONS AND SUSTAINABILITY
“The sustainability team had two key areas of focus: launching programming for young
people interested in careers that make a difference to the environment, and ensuring we
focus on the areas of greatest need as we chart our sustainability program for the future.
While the pandemic was top of mind for the global community, the team was inspired by
the general acknowledgement that we need to build back better to include equity and
sustainability. We’re committed to creating opportunities so that we and the communities
we serve can contribute to urgent climate action.”

In addition to the consultation, we also relied on the results of an international
research project commissioned by Prince’s Trust International, where young
people from across eight countries including Canada, the UK, and the USA
were asked about their hopes and aspirations for future careers. Young people
want to work in emerging green and digital sectors; they want to be agents
of sustainable change. However, there is a significant knowledge gap related
to how they access these opportunities. Together with the support of our
donors, that’s where we step in.
PTC’s objective is to guide participants into careers that can have a significant
impact on greenhouse gas (GHGs) reductions, beginning with the built
environment (both new builds and retrofits) and the greening of urban centres.
To raise awareness about the green careers and how to access them, we
launched a series of Explore programs with topics including, Green Careers,
Environmental Resumés and water conservation.
To create green career pathways for young people, we pivoted our Discover
program into the sustainability sector, including urban nature & forestry.
Thoughtful and rigorous evaluation of these and upcoming pilot programs
will allow us to determine which are suitable for scaling and expansion
across Canada.

58
Participants

3
Discover
Virtual Programs
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Our Partnership with HSBC
We are proud to be working with HSBC as one of our leading partners and
supporters. HSBC is passionate about helping young people gain the skills
they need for the future world of work and is committed to ensuring that our
shared future is truly sustainable. As the Global Founding Corporate Partner
of The Prince’s Trust Group, HSBC is one of our most committed and loyal
sponsors whose support has enabled The Prince’s Trust Group to help over
4,000 young people in Australia, Canada, India, Malaysia, Malta and the UK.
As the Founding Corporate Partner of our WorkReady program in Canada,
HSBC ensures that young people have the skills they need to access
employment. The delivery of our WorkReady and Sustainability program is
made possible by a range of valued supports, including HSBC.

Drawing on the skills and expertise of the HSBC
Canada team, together we are making an impact
by helping young people navigate their journey from
education to employment.

Discover Green Careers
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Discover Green Careers

Nour is a third-year
Environmental Studies
student at the University
of British Columbia.

MEET NOUR
Thousands of environmental jobs
are projected to open in the next
decade, which is why we’re helping
to create opportunities for young
people to take climate action
through employment.
As a result of the generous support
of HSBC, Prince’s Trust Canada
launched Discover Green Careers,
a program designed to connect
young people interested in pursuing
careers in the sustainability sector
with industry leaders for career
advice and insight into career
opportunities.
Nour participated in the Discover
Green Careers program to gain skillbased training and career-oriented
advice that would build upon her
academic education.

“Because, for me,
school alone isn’t really
enough to fulfill all the
knowledge and skills
that I’m eager to gain in
this field. Prince’s Trust
Canada is definitely
the right place to find
training,” says Nour.
The support of HSBC enables young
people like Nour to discover their
own path in green careers. After
the program, Nour felt confident
about the current and futuredriven sustainability fields that
were made known to her during
the program, whether in research,
technology, or physical work.

“It was enlightening and insightful
to reflect upon those avenues and
think about what I see myself doing
in the foreseeable future.”
Nour not only received the training
and networking opportunities
she was hoping to gain from the
program, but, also, the resilience
to continue pursuing a career in
sustainability with the confidence
and support she was looking for.
We are proud to say that Prince’s
Trust Canada has provided
more than 58 Discover program
participants with opportunities to
gain insight into careers that will
make a long-term contribution
to climate change action and
sustainability, giving young people
like Nour the chance to discover
careers in sustainability.
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Discover Green Careers

Hollee is a first-year
Environmental Studies
Student at Georgian
College.

MEET HOLLEE
With the support of HSBC, Prince’s Trust Canada is
poised to support a green economic recovery through
learning and professional development opportunities
for young people interested in environmental jobs.
The contributions of HSBC are helping young people
explore careers that are building a sustainable future,
specifically through our Discover Green Careers and
Discover Urban Nature and Forestry programs.
With a passion for the environment and a budding
interest in pursuing a career in Sustainability, Hollee
joined both the Discover Green Careers and Discover
Urban Nature and Forestry programs. During the
programs, Hollee “was able to hear about different
organizations and career paths of the speakers who
shared their industry experiences,” she explains.
After the program, Hollee felt empowered to search for
Green Careers within urban settings, a career route she
had previously been unaware of.

“It wasn’t until one of the speakers
talked about the conservation work
that they do in the city that I realized

I could work right downtown, in the
heart of cities, instead of Northern
forests which is what most people think
of when thinking of Green Careers.”
The support of HSBC makes a sustainable future
possible by giving students like Hollee an opportunity
to not only receive baseline resources needed to
support career exploration, but also the opportunity to
make connections with likeminded peers. “Discover
is an opportunity to expand your networking skills and
discover career paths that you might not have known
about. It was a great program and a fun way to learn
about green careers.”
Hollee is an example of how young people are emerging
leaders in sustainability sectors. By seeking out purposedriven employment through careers in the green
economy, young people like Hollee can ensure a more
environmentally friendly future.
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THANK YOU,
YOUR SUPPORT
MEANS THE
WORLD TO US

Our work is possible
only through the
generous support of
our donors and partners
across the country.

We’re constantly inspired
by our community of
passionate supporters,
but especially so in this
year of many challenges.
Thank you so much
for your steadfast
commitment.

FY2021 Supporters

FOUNDING PATRONS
The Hon. Hilary M. Weston, CM,
CVO, OOnt & Mr. W. Galen Weston,
OC, CVO, OOnt
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Thank you | Your Support Means the World to Us

OPERATION ENTREPRENEUR
SUPPORTERS

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Accenture
Atlantic Canada Opportunities
Association

F. Mark M. Fell
Chair

Ian Aitken
Laurel C. Broten

Bank of America

Tania Carnegie

PATRON CIRCLE SUPPORTERS

Business Development Bank
of Canada

Chethan Lakshman

Ian Aitken and Mary Leslie

Donner Canadian Foundation

Malik Talib

Katerina Atanassova

The John Dobson Foundation

Cynthia (Cindy) Caron Thorburn

Kasondra Cohen

LesLois Shaw Foundation

Peter and Camilla Dalglish

Lockheed Martin

Janine Windolph (Atikamekw/
Woodland Cree)

Paul and Hélène Desmarais
Robert and Shauna Fonn

The Prince of Wales’s
Charitable Fund

Ash Prakash

Sage Foundation

Sangeeta Prakash

TD Bank

Cynthia (Cindy) Caron Thorburn
and Craig Thorburn

True Patriot Love Foundation

Hilary M. Weston
and W. Galen Weston

SUSTAINABILITY SUPPORTERS
Aga Khan Development Network
HSBC Bank

Dame Martina Milburn

The Hon. Hilary M. Weston
Chair Emeritus

Veterans Affairs Canada

A SPECIAL THANKS
PTC would also like to acknowledge,
with appreciation, numerous
supporters who wish to remain
Anonymous.

YOUTH EMPLOYMENT SUPPORTERS
Employment and Social
Development Canada
Finastra
Horne Family Foundation
HSBC Bank
KPMG
Ottawa Community Foundation
RBC Foundation
RBC Future Launch
The Prince of Wales’s
Charitable Fund
Scotiabank
Wittington Investments Limited
W. Garfield Weston Foundation
Yonge Street Mission

There were so many who worked tirelessly to support
our mission during this challenging year. We would like
to recognize all who contributed whether it was through
volunteering your time, leveraging your networks,
sharing your ideas or making introductions. We could
not have accomplished all we did without you.
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Financial Snapshot
Our work is made possible through multiple sources
of funding, including corporations, foundations,
government support and philanthropists.

Financial Snapshot/ What’s Ahead

they need to contribute to the sustainable economy
through these new programs. We are approaching the
work collaboratively, including cooperation with the
University of British Columbia’s Forestry Department
and other academic, community and corporate partners.

INVESTING IN PARTNERSHIPS
Major Gifts
Corporate
Foundation
Government

15%
36%
36%
13%

Total revenues from April 1, 2020 to March 31, 2021 was
$2,265,788. For further information on our financial
statements contact info@princestrust.ca.

Our goal is to build strong partnerships with private and
public sector companies to learn from their experience
and create programs that develop the critical
employment skills for future-ready businesses.
By deepening our partnerships with impact-driven
organizations, we are ultimately focused on creating
youth-inclusive workplaces, more equitable outcomes
for employers and young people, and an ecosystem
of business support for members of the military and
Veteran community.

What’s Ahead

VISION FOR 2022 AND BEYOND

Only through donor support is it possible to continue
the important work of supporting members of the
military and Veteran community, young people who face
barriers to employment, and championing sustainable
solutions to address climate change and create a
resilient workforce for the future.

Prince’s Trust Canada is poised to make as significant
an impact as possible in the year ahead. In light of
the new United Nations landmark report on Climate
Change, and its signaling of “code red for humanity,” our
unique positioning at the intersection of sustainability,
young people and Veterans is more urgent than ever.
By investing in empowering young people to participate
at the entry-level in green jobs (e.g. urban greening,
retrofitting etc.) as a path to emissions reductions and
economic stability, Canada can be a global leader
and help define what it means to be a good steward
in a world of shrinking resources. It starts with us – as
humans who caused the climate crisis, we can help
reverse it – through our combined efforts, there is hope.

As outlined in our Strategic Plan for 2020-2025, here are
two initiatives which support our vision.

INVESTING IN SUSTAINABLE ECONOMIES
We are extending our Youth Employment programs
into the urban forestry and green trades sectors as part
of our commitment to creating climate change career
pathways for young people. Building on a consultation
process that engaged partners across the green
career ecosystem, pilot program delivery in the energy
advisory space, urban greening and tree planting, and
sustainable building practices, will begin virtually and
in-person in Fall 2021. PTC anticipates expanding this
programming in Ontario (then nationally). This process
will include scouting new partners who share this
commitment to a sustainable future, enabling us to
explore and launch new programs and innovations.
Our small yet growing team is working to contribute
to PTC’s mission. We deliver value and innovation
to assist young people and Veterans facing barriers
with opportunities to gain the skills and confidence

As we surface from the pandemic with a renewed focus
on United Nations Sustainable Development Goals 8
(Economic and Social Growth) and 13 (Climate Action),
we will grow our partnerships and deepen our team’s
expertise (at the staff and Board level) to develop
programming relevant to climate mitigation, including
urban greening efforts, green retrofitting, and energy
efficiency.
At the same time, we’re preparing for programmatic
adaptations that better serve young jobseekers facing
barriers to employment and members of the military
and Veteran community by working toward a blended
(in-person/virtual) version of our programs to offer more
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accessible opportunities for those we serve, no matter where they live in Canada, and for our partners to volunteer.
In parallel with our Youth Employment programs, we are aiming to provide learning and tools that help employers to
transform their recruitment practices, which includes helping businesses understand how to attract young talent
and increasing their capacity to create diverse, inclusive workspaces. Ultimately, we intend to impact a growing
proportion of young people NEET (Not in Employment, Education, or Training) and members of the military and
Veteran community as we plan for a post-COVID-19 economy.
The World Economic Forum has calculated that tackling the climate crisis “could create 400 million jobs and
£8 trillion [13 trillion CAD dollars] in business value each year by 2030[…].” This makes our work of creating clearer
pathways into green jobs vital in helping young people take ownership of their futures. In 2022 and beyond, we will
continue building measurable targets that move us toward our ambitions of supporting young people and Veterans
in becoming agents of sustainable change.
Together, we can make possible a more sustainable world where young people and Veterans thrive.

Get Involved | Build Impact

VISIT us. Join our virtual programming to experience our programs in action. princestrust.ca.
VOLUNTEER with us. We’re always looking for amazing collaborators to work directly with young people and Veterans
and make a lasting impact on their lives. Email info@princestrust.ca.
PARTNER with us. Join our network of corporate partners to make an impact through employability and
employment opportunities. Contact Shirley Piersma at Shirley.Piersma@princestrust.ca.
LIKE us on Facebook, follow us on Twitter and Instagram (@princestrustCA) to stay up to date with our latest news,
photos, and videos.
DONATE to us. There are many ways to support the work of our national charity. Contact Jen Power at
Jen.Power@princestrust.ca.
For more ways to get involved, email Christine Gresham at Christine.Gresham@princestrust.ca.
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